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Startup Thinking 

New technology tends to come from new ventures - Startups. From the Founding Fathers in 
politics to the Royal Society in Science to Fairchild Semiconductor’s “traitorous eight” in 
business, small group of people bound together by a sense of mission have changed the 
world for the better.  

The easiest explanation for this is negative: it’s hard to develop new things in big 
organisations, and it’s even harder to do it by yourself. Bureaucratic hierarchies move slowly, 
and entrenched interests shy away from risk. In the most dysfunctional organizations, 
signalling that work is being done becomes a better strategy for career advancement than 
actually doing work (if this describes your company, you should quit now). At the other 
extreme, a lone genius might create a classic work of art or literature, but he could never 
create an entire industry. Startups operate on the principle that you need to work with other 
people to get stuff done, but you also need to stay small enough so that you actually can. 

Positively defined, a startup is the largest group of people you can convince of a plan to build 
a different future. A new company’s most important strength is new thinking: even more 
important than nimbleness, small size affords space to think. This book is about the questions 
you must ask and answer to succeed in the business of doing new things: what follows is not 
a manual or a record of knowledge but an exercise in thinking. Because that is what a startup 
has to do: question received ideas and rethink business from scratch. 

- Zero to One, Notes on Startups or how to build the future, Page 10 by Peter Thiel with Blake Masters



Startups are counter intuitive

• Your intuition serves you well when hiring people 

• However, in everything else your intuition always 
messes you up 

• Putting first things first 

• Knowing the path vs walking the path



Counter intuitive thing #1

• Not having a mentor who has walked the path 

• Not listening to mentors and advisors about doing 
the counter intuitive thing 

• Trying to game the startup process 

• Tips, Tricks and Short cuts



Counter Intuitive thing #2

• In order to succeed in a startup you don’t need to 
be an expert in doing startups 

• You don’t need to be a business major 

• You need product development intuition 

• You need empathy i.e listening to user problems



Counter Intuitive thing #3

• Startup are the only place where gaming the 
system fails badly 

• Startups and Entrepreneurship are truth game 

• What you see is what you get, there is no escaping 
the tyranny of the user expectation 

• It is like running a marathon, there is no short cut



Counter Intuitive thing #4

• Startups consume your life 

• There is no part-time startup 

• I am not saying that you should quit your day job to 
do it, but if you stumble upon an idea that is 
worthwhile then it consumes your life 

• It never gets easier after you succeed



Counter Intuitive thing #5

• You cannot “predict” before hand if your startup is 
going to be successful or not 

• Its like picking winners in a sea of black swans 

• Categorically impossible to do as it is not based on 
data or patterns although most experienced 
investors swear by their pattern matching skills



–William Goldman, Adventures in the Screen Trade

“Nobody knows anything...... Not one person in 
the entire motion picture field knows for a 

certainty what's going to work. Every time out 
it's a guess and, if you're lucky, an educated 

one.” 



How to come up with 
Ideas*?

• First things first, do not start by thinking “how do I 
come up with startup ideas” 

• Good startup ideas actually sound really bad at the 
start 

• Top-down vs Bottom-up is a good way to think 
about it

* - http://genius.com/Paul-graham-how-to-get-startup-ideas-annotated/

http://genius.com/Paul-graham-how-to-get-startup-ideas-annotated/


– Robert M. Pirsig, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An Inquiry 
Into Values 

“You want to know how to paint a perfect 
painting? It's easy. Make yourself perfect and 

then just paint naturally.” 



Good Startup Ideas have 3  
things

1. They are things the founders themselves want 

2. They are products that founders know or learn 
how to build 

3. They are ideas that very few others think are 
worthwhile doing



– Paul Graham

“Easiest way to build a different and better 
future is to Live in the Future and Build whats 

missing and interesting.” 


